Host Gerry says:
USS Scorpius NCC 50666  --  10307.05

Host Gerry says:
Episode VII:  "The Gauntlet."

Host Gerry says:
Previously on the USS Scorpius:

Host Gerry says:
The Subspace weapon opened fire and vaporized the USS Cyclone in one shot like there was nothing there.

Host Gerry says:
The sudden loss of life made all of the telepaths on board disoriented momentarily, but that is returning to normal.

Host Gerry says:
The Scorpius and the rest of the task force disabled one of the companion vessels to the weapon, but it has lost none of its power.

Host Gerry says:
It has just fired again...

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The weapon's beam passes over the bow of the Typhoon, sending her spinning out of control, systems failing...

Host CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: Helm, hard to port!

CSO_Jakiel says:
::At science watching the weapon power up, hoping the helm can evade the next shot as well.  Rubs her temples, her psionic sense still tender::

CNS_McDonald says:
:: looking at everything :: TO: FIRE at anything you can get a lock on.

FCO_Vince says:
&::on the bridge::  R_FCO:  Bring us directly behind their fleet... maybe they'll overlook us among the rest of our fleet long enough...

CEO_Bodine says:
:: jumps off the turbolift and glances at the main screen before heading to science 2 ::

TO_Lane says:
::keeps up a steady pace at the tactical controls, firing constantly at the enemy fleet::

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Sees where the shot goes and watches as another starship is sideswiped::  Self:  Maybe we should get out of here.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Fighters pour from the belly of the Typhoon as she spirals away and drops from warp...

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::watches as the Typhoon begins spinning::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
TO: Open a channel to the Antares.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the CMO takes OPS Anari to sickbay...

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_OPS>:  FCO:  The Typhoon is spinning out of control... it's launching it's fighters

TO_Lane says:
CNS: Done  ::concentrates fire on the next closest ship and keeps hammering at it::

CEO_Bodine says:
:: activates the console and begins detailed scans of the main weapon array ::

TO_Lane says:
::glances up as she activates a channel:: CO: Channel open!  ::returns her attention to the firing controls::

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  Very well.  R_FCO:  Watch out for the Typhoon.  R_TO:  Prepare a full volley

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::has her crew prepare another pass::

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Looks over at Anari and hopes she's all right, but is too distracted to find out more:: Self:  Wonder if we could put a cork in that weapon and get it to implode?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: XO: AQilla, back it off a little.  Don't get out of control.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: I have an idea.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: What is it?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The K'Tinga at the "top" of the circle opens fire with disruptors...

CIV_Horn says:
CO: How about a warp core breach?

CNS_McDonald says:
TO: take out that K’Tinga

TO_Lane says:
::prepares another barrage of torpedoes and lets them fly at the nearest K'Tinga::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Breach???

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::sees the K'Tinga commence firing and returns fire::

CIV_Horn says:
CO: We can send a shuttle over and set the core to breach.

FCO_Vince says:
&::The Rigel's FCO is working to position the Rigel on their 6's::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Set it up.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: When the shuttle impact with that thing and the core blows it should take it out.

CNS_McDonald says:
CO: or another option.. a volley of quantums into the belly of the thing.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: XO: AQilla, Russ is going to have a shuttle sent to the weapon and breach its core.

FCO_Vince says:
&::enters some coordinates, sends to tactical::  R_TO:  Focus all fire on these coords

TO_Lane says:
::bites her bottom lip as she tries to concentrate on which ship she is aiming at and continues to fire at the enemy ships::

CEO_Bodine says:
Self: Come on show me information I can use blasted thing! CO: I recommend we continue to focus what fire we can on  the ships transferring power to the weapon and evasives until I figure out how this thing works .. We can't repel firepower of that magnitude

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
COMM: CO:  I can't see that working ... they'd just shoot it down before it gets into range ...

CIV_Horn says:
*CEO*: Horn to Bodine.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  Lock onto some of our torpedoes, configured to remote detonate, and get a transporter lock on them

CEO_Bodine says:
:: his console tones as data is analyzed ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Typhoon tumbles into open space and grows dark...

CIV_Horn says:
*CEO*: Horn to Bodine. Come in please.

CEO_Bodine says:
*CIV*: This is Bodine, Yes sir ?

CNS_McDonald says:
TO: if we have them full spread of quantum torps.

FCO_Vince says:
&::The Rigel moves into position behind their fleet::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CEO: Got it.  TO: Do as he said.  COMM: Fleet: Everyone concentrate on the ships transferring their energy to the weapon!  We must take them out to disable that weapon!

CIV_Horn says:
*CEO*: Head to shuttle bay one pronto.

TO_Lane says:
CO: The Typhoon looks to be in serious trouble... 

FCO_Vince says:
&::hears the COMM::  R_OPS:  Open a channel to the Scorpius

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Watches the readouts and listens to the various ideas not knowing enough to suggest anything herself::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
::looks at tactical display installed in his hover chair:: TO: Can you get a channel to the Typhoon?

TO_Lane says:
::brings forth another volley of torpedoes and prepares to fire a spread of quantum torpedoes at the lead ships::

CIV_Horn says:
*CEO*: I need you to set a shuttle up so that the warp core will breach. We are making one giant torpedo to destroy that weapon.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the ship at the "bottom" of the circle fires all weapons at the Scorpius

FCO_Vince says:
&COMM:  CO:  Captain, that'll take too long... Why not just focus fire on the weapon itself?

CEO_Bodine says:
CO: Cmdr Horn, CIV wants me to go to the shuttle bay ..

TO_Lane says:
::attempts to open a channel to the Typhoon:: CO: Working.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: FCO: We can't make a dent on it yet.

TO_Lane says:
::returns the enemy fire, concentrating a full spread of quantum torpedoes at the bottom ship.::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::moves the Antares into position and fires at that bottom ship, making sure to keep out of the line of fire of that super weapon::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Ships around the super-weapon are engaged by the fighters from the typhoon...

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: Typhoon: Scorpius to Typhoon, what is your status?

FCO_Vince says:
&R_XO:  The H&%$ we can't!  

FCO_Vince says:
&R_TO:  Fire!

TO_Lane says:
CO: Their communications are down, all their systems are down.

CEO_Bodine says:
CO: The weapon scans have returned information the beam is distorting subspace its uses space-time to tare its target apart at the molecular level sir.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the subspace cannon powers for another shot...

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Watches as so much firepower is unleashed and all the swarming fighters, never having seen anything like this::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CEO: What can we do to prevent it?

TO_Lane says:
::fires another barrage at the 'bottom' ship::  CO: The weapon is preparing to fire again.

FCO_Vince says:
&::The R_TO fires a full spread of torpedoes and phasers at the rear point of the weapon::

CNS_McDonald says:
TO: figure out its trajectory and get outta the way

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_OPS>: XO:  Sir, it's powering up again!

Gul_Dumot says:
^^ K_CTO:  Fire on the Scorpius!!

CEO_Bodine says:
CO: I am working on it .. :: console alarms :: Sir! She is preparing to fire again !!

Host CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: Hard to starboard!  Get us out of its line of fire!

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  At the first opportunity of shield penetration, beam those torpedoes onto the weapon.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the torpedoes from the Rigel slam into the super weapon and do absolutely no damage...

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the weapon discharges and hits nothing...

Host K’Rass says:
? K_FCO: Brings us to point blank range... K_CTO: Prepare to take out their Engineering section.... I want precision firing....  We have that ship at our mercy.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$A_CTO:  Target one of those ships and fire! Full spread! A_FCO:  Take us clear once we have fired.

TO_Lane says:
::attempts to determine the weapons trajectory as she continues returning enemy fire::

CIV_Horn says:
CO: If we get that shuttle on the way, it should be enough bang to blow it.

Gul_Dumot says:
^^ :: watches the screen as the torpedoes do no damage to the super weapon and laughs ::

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_TO>:  Sir, our attack did absolutely nothing.  Their shields are still full!

FCO_Vince says:
&::turns::  R_TO:  That's impossible

CEO_Bodine says:
CSO: Look at that its heavy outer shields drop while power is transferred right before she fires ... It's a small window but maybe we can use it.

CNS_McDonald says:
CO: permission to do a stupid maneuver. 

Host CO_VanSickle says:
TO: If any of those ships approach us, take them out!

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CNS: Stupid?

FCO_Vince says:
&::dumbfounded::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Fire is exchanged between all vessels and relatively little damage is done, all shields are holding...

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_CTO> ::fires point blank at one of the flanking ships::

CIV_Horn says:
::Heads to shuttle bay 1::

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_XO>:  Sir, let's follow through with Captain Vansickle's tactic.  It may be our only chance!

K’Rass says:
? K_FCO: Another pass...quickly K_CTO: Fire !

CNS_McDonald says:
CO: take a piloted ship right the edge of the planet killer 

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Antares rips into the port side of a K'Tinga and leaves it venting plasma...

TO_Lane says:
::routes more power to the tactical systems as she continues to batter the enemy ships with phaser and torpedo fire:: CO: Our fire is doing little against those ships...  their shields are holding.

CSO_Jakiel says:
CEO:  We need to use something.  I've never been involved in anything like this, sorry I'm not much help.

Gul_Dumot says:
^^K_CTO:  Fire on the Scorpius again!!!!

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CNS: Permission denied.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Scorpius is hit and deflector 5 goes out...

FCO_Vince says:
&R_XO:  Fine.  R_TO:  Target closest K'Tinga and fire.  R_TO/R_OPS:  Same plan everyone!

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_CTO> XO:  Direct hit!  Sir, one ship has broken formation and is attacking the Scorpius ...

CIV_Horn says:
::Arrives in shuttle bay 1 and enters a shuttle::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
::rocked in the explosion of deflector 5:: TO: Take that ship out!  Return fire!

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$A_FCO:  Head us for that ship.  A_CTO:  Fire at will when in range ...

CNS_McDonald says:
OPS: reroute all auxiliary power to shields..

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the K'Tingas all disengage but two, who warp out of the area with the weapon...the rest remain and open fire with all weapons...

CIV_Horn says:
::Starts up the shuttle and pilots it out of the bay::

K’Rass says:
? COM: Devil's Hand: Gul Dumot: The Scorpius' shields are weakening... concentrate firing there... if we take them out... We shall succeed!

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_TO> FCO:  Firing!  ::fires phasers and torpedoes at a peripheral ship::

TO_Lane says:
::concentrates fire on the attacking ship, and fires all weapons:: 

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<R_FCO> ::Dives the Antares straight for Dumot's ship::

CEO_Bodine says:
CO: The firing crystal protrudes from the font of the weapon just before it fires.  As well it's sensitive. I would assume and is probably linked throughout the power systems of that ship. I have to go .. :: without saying a word he heads to the shuttle bay ::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: XO/FCO: AQilla!  Vince!  We need some help here!  Shields weakening!

CSO_Jakiel says:
CEO: Why are they leaving?

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Rigel scores glancing blows to the shields...

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_TO>  FCO:  We missed!  They warped out just as our attack reached them.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_CTO> ::waits until they are in range and fires quantum torpedoes::

CIV_Horn says:
::Realizes that the planet killer has left the scene::

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  The weapon is gone.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_FCO:  Try to move us between the Scorpius and the other Klingon ships.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Track it.  We'll go after it after we polish off these ships.

FCO_Vince says:
&::The Rigel moves toward the fray around the Scorpius::

Gul_Dumot says:
^^COM: Praxis: K’Rass:  Of course K'Rass, They don't stand a chance against us.

K’Rass says:
? COM: Devil's Hand: Gul Dumot: Fall back after you fire... I shall do the same... 3... 2... 1   FIRE !

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Directs the scans to lock onto the weapons and fleeing K'Tingas signatures::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
TO: Fire all weapons!

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  They warped out, so I don't know if I can keep them on scans.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_TO:  Open fire when ready on the closest enemy

CEO_Bodine says:
*CIV*: Sorry for the delay sir. I am on my way. I was tied up on the bridge. :: exits the turbolift and runs into the shuttle bay :: *CIV*: I am here what now.

Gul_Dumot says:
^^ :: fires ::  K_FCO:  Take us out of here.  Follow the Praxis.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The fire from K'Rass and Dumot is split between the Rigel and the Scorpius...shields down to 50%

FCO_Vince says:
&R_FCO:  Try to graze that ship, bump shields!

CIV_Horn says:
::Pilots the shuttle out near the K'Tinga class ship::

K’Rass says:
? COM: Fleet: All: Regroup at the planet.... all vessels... Regroup at the planet !

TO_Lane says:
::continues firing all weapons::

FCO_Vince says:
&::grabs the rail to maintain footing as the Rigel rocks::

CIV_Horn says:
::Sets the warp core to blow and ejects it at the Klingon ship and moves away::

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_CTO> XO:  Sir, Scorpius' shields are now down to 50%.  The Rigel has also been hit.

FCO_Vince says:
&::R_TO Fires another volley::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Warp Core of the shuttle explodes uselessly as the K'Tingas go to warp

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::watches as the ships warp away:: A_FCO:  Pursuit course!

Gul_Dumot says:
^^COM: Praxis: K’Rass:  Following as ordered, K’Rass.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Track those ships!

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the Typhoon begins to emit an automated distress call

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  I am sir, but they're warping out.  ::Keeps a lock on the newly fleeing K'Tingas::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  the ships cloak and vanish...

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  The Typhoon is sending a distress call, sir.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
FCO: Set a course to the Typhoon.

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  And the ships have cloaked...they're gone

FCO_Vince says:
&::sees the K'Tingas disappear from sensors, then slams his fist onto his console, cracking it::  Intaqh!

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_OPS> XO:  Sir, I'm receiving an automated distress signal from the Typhoon.

CEO_Bodine says:
:: enters the shuttle bay and notices it’s missing a shuttle::

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: Sir we are missing a shuttle.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Missing?

CIV_Horn says:
::Pilots the shuttle back to the Scorpius::

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: Aye sir better check the scans

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$A_OPS:  We'd better go back and help them.  A_FCO:  Take us to the Typhoon's location.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_FCO:  Move us into position with the rest of the fleet.  *R_EO*:  Begin repairs, Shields, then SI.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CSO: Scan for our missing shuttle!

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  Scan the Typhoon

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Start repairs on the deflectors and shields.

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO:  Typhoon is coming back online.  Major damage, though. Scanning sir

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_OPS>  FCO:  Main power is just now coming back online on the Typhoon.

CIV_Horn says:
::Brings the shuttle back into the Scorpius shuttle bay::

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: It gives me an idea though sir... Have someone from OPS bring me and site-to-site personnel transporter and give me permission to take a shuttle out sir. I've got a plan.

CSO_Jakiel says:
::Scans for the missing shuttle::

FCO_Vince says:
&::collapses in his chair for a moment, catching his breath::

CEO_Bodine says:
*ENG*: Crews we need to deflectors and shields repaired get on it NOW! 

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Get up here and tell me what hair-brained scheme you're cooking.

CEO_Bodine says:
:: crews from engineering disperse to repair the deflector the rest stay and repair things in ME ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  One of the fighters is hailing the Scorpius

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$<A_OPS> XO:  Sir, the Typhoon appears to be operating under it's own power.  But it is still badly damaged.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
::hears the hail:: COMM: Fighter: This is the Scorpius.

Host ADM_Taylor says:
!COMM: Scorpius:  CO:  Captain, we're going to need an assist.  I think Typhoon is out of the picture, but you're going to need all the fighters.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  Scan for remains of any K'Tingas among the debris

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: Well sir. I'd like to collide an overloaded shuttle into the particle crystal in front of the weapon ship when it comes out from its protection just before it fires .... I plan to beam back sir ... 

CIV_Horn says:
::Enters the bridge::

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: If we're going to use that, we're going to pilot it remotely.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: ADM: Understood sir.  Our shuttle bays are open for your fighters.

FCO_Vince says:
&R_OPS:  Open a channel to the Scorpius

Host ADM_Taylor says:
!COM: Scorpius: CO:  Our thanks.  I'll be leaving a wing with the typhoon for defense, and I'll lead that.  Flights two through four will be joining you.  Taylor out.

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: Maybe your right sir, but there will be a delay in the transmission because of the nebula sir, and I could react better if I was there.. I plan to be back sir ... I will wear a transport enhancer I hope you will reconsider the automated idea ...

FCO_Vince says:
&COM:  CO:  Captain, what's your status?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: FCO: Everything's fine, except that deflector 5 is out and shields are at 50 percent.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Bodine, that is way to dangerous.  What if the transporter fails and you go up in the shuttle?

FCO_Vince says:
&COM:  CO:  What's the plan, now?

CIV_Horn says:
::Takes a seat in the XO chair::

CIV_Horn says:
CO: It almost worked

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: FCO: Lt. Bodine is thinking of blowing a shuttle in the emission crystal right before the weapon is to fire.

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: No one said the job was not risky but I will head back to the bridge for now ... You can try your idea first if it works fine if it doe not work or the shuttle is intercepted then maybe we could consider my plan?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: Isn’t that what I was trying to do.

FCO_Vince says:
&COM:  CO:  Understood.  The Rigel is at your disposal.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: From what I understand, his was going to have more yield.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: XO: Antares, do you read?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: How do you get more yield that a warp core breach?

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COMM: CO:  We read Captain.  What's the plan?

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_TO> FCO:  Weapons systems are still nominal, Torpedo count is down to just over 100

CIV_Horn says:
CO: If those K'Tingas hadn’t skipped out I would have gotten them.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
COMM: XO: It seems we need to find a way to get enough explosive yield to destroy the weapon at its crystal before it fires.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COMM: CO:  Antimatter could do it ... if you get enough.

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: Okay I will compromise. Have a fighter dock in our bay I will be waiting to load canisters of fuel/antimatter into is weapons ammo bays a fighter will be more maneuverable  anyway. Sir.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: Have you ever lit a firecracker?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV:  Can we load quantum torpedoes with antimatter?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: I've done bottle rockets.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: It’s possible, but risky

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COMM: CO:  We'd have enough anti-matter to do it.  As for extra torpedoes ... we could get them from the Typhoon.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: What happens when you lay it in your open hand?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: You get a burn on your hand right?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: But what happens when you close your hand?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
::remembers childhood:: CIV: I remember one Fourth of July when at my grandpa's house a firecracker exploded in my hand.  It hurt like hell!

CIV_Horn says:
CO: That firecracker will blow your fingers off.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Your point?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: If we pilot that shuttle right up the barrel of that big gun and get as far inside as we can..........

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: We'd have to do it by remote, because I'm not going to sacrifice a pilot.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: It doesn’t matter how we do it.......

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$::finishes the thought:: COM: CIV: Then we do an uncontrolled matter/antimatter reaction ... result one nice big bang.  It could work ...

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: I am waiting for a shuttle candidate here do we have one coming?

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV: Bodine was wanting to strap a personal transporter on himself and do that, but I didn't want to think what would happen if his transporter didn't work.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: If we get that shuttle in there the explosive yield will more than double.

CIV_Horn says:
CO: I can pilot that shuttle by remote.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COM: CO:  Captain, what if the shuttle's course was pre-programmed?  I mean, that thing wouldn't be able to change course quickly enough to affect a pre-programmed course.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Negative on the volunteer.  Get a remote behind the controls!

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COM: CO:  Any adjustments to the programming could be done remotely ...

FCO_Vince says:
&*R_EO*:  Repair Status

CSO_Jakiel says:
CO/CIV:  But does a shuttle move faster than those K'Tingas can fire?

CIV_Horn says:
CO: We can put a signal enhancer on the shuttle so we have better control.

CIV_Horn says:
CSO: Those K'Tinga's won’t consider a shuttle a threat.

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: I understand that sorry sir you misunderstand I am saying we should not use a standard shuttle lets use one of the fighters they are smaller and more maneuverable. Get one to dock here and I will load it up with anything I can find that will make it blow.

FCO_Vince says:
&<R_EO>  *FCO*:  Shields at 74%.  Structural Integrity at 96%

CSO_Jakiel says:
CIV:  Really?  They won't scan it?

FCO_Vince says:
&Self:  At least this ship seems thick skinned... like myself

Host CO_VanSickle says:
CIV/*CEO*/COMM: XO: We need a shuttle because it has warp capabilities.  Fighters do not have warp drives.

XO_AQilla_Horn says:
$COM: CO:  Agreed.  But what if we made the shuttle appear to be harmless ... a way to block the scans of the interior.

CIV_Horn says:
CSO: What would you be more worried about, Starships or shuttles?

CSO_Jakiel says:
CIV:  A shuttle if I saw where it was headed.

Host CO_VanSickle says:
*CEO*: Can you get a dampening field inside a shuttle?

CEO_Bodine says:
*CO*: It has to be a pod then just full its cockpit as full as we can. Nothing else is small enough!

CIV_Horn says:
CSO: But if they are under attack............

FCO_Vince says:
&R_SO:  Analyze all data from the battle on that weapon?  We still don't know enough about it.  Send it to my ready room, as well.  R_XO:  You have the bridge

FCO_Vince says:
&::storms into his RR::

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


